INSTRUCTIONS ON USE OF MEASURING TOOL
1. Using scissors carefully cut out the entire yellow area.

2. Fold along the dotted line down the middle of the measure tool.
3. Using scissors carefully cut along the length of the red line indicated by the scissor
icon creating a slot where the red line was – Do not cut beyond the red line.

4. With the printed side facing upwards wrap the measuring tool around the backrest
bar feeding the pointed end through the slot.

5. With a pen mark the point on the measure tool indicated by the arrow. This number
is the circumference of your backrest bar.

We offer an adjustable connector bracket that will fit many wheelchair brands and
allows you to adjust how tightly your bag will connect to your chair.
To use a standard adjustable bracket you will need the following:
1. Measurement is within the red shaded area of the measurement tool
2. The length of straight backrest bar is at least 15 cm. Use the measurement tool
to check the straight length of your backrest bar covers the distance from 0 - 15 .
3. Your backrest bar is of a round tubular construction not oval. If you have an oval
bar you will need an extra adapter available for Quickie chairs.
4. Your backrest bar is straight not curved. If you have a curved backrest bar you
will need a curved bar adapter.
5. You have at least 25mm (two fingers width) between the inside of your bar and
your backrest. If you do not have 25mm we can offer you a slimline bracket
contact us about this.

If your chair does not meet the requirements outlined above for a standard adjustable
connector bracket we may be able to make you a custom bracket to fit your chair, contact
us at info@phoenixinstinct.com to discuss your needs.

